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Abstract
In this article a new offline method for correcting non-linear drift in all three dimensions (3D) is
presented. Using this method, a sample region is measured in multiple sub-measurements, each
with increased sampling distance and thus reduced measurement time. The datasets of the
sub-measurements are aligned using a point-to-plane iterative closest point algorithm to
reconstruct and correct the 3D drift. Afterwards, the corrected datasets are fused into a single
dataset. Compared to conventional drift-correction methods, the new method has the advantages
of drift correction in full 3D with higher temporal resolution, less extra measurement time and
data redundancy, as well as high application flexibility (e.g. compatibility to non-raster
sampling). However, the resulting dataset might have slightly decreased resolution. If a
high-resolution low-drift dataset is required, the method can be applied in an extended way,
where an additional high-resolution measurement is taken whose drift can be corrected by the
aforementioned dataset generated by data fusion. Two experimental measurements and a
simulation study have been carried out in a new low-noise 3D atomic force microscope,
showing great application potential of the proposed method.

Keywords: drift correction, scanning probe microscopy (SPM), 3D-nanometrology, data fusion,
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Thermal drift is a common problem in precision measure-
ments, particularly in scanning probemicroscopes (SPMs) due
to their low measurement speed. In an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM), which is the most widely used type of SPM,
and which we will therefore focus on in this article, drift is an
uncontrolled relative motion of the tip and a sample, usually
caused by thermal expansion. To reduce the thermal drift in
AFM (and other SPMs) it is thus a straightforward idea to use

Original content from this workmay be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence. Any fur-

ther distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the
title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

hardware measures, e.g. constructing an AFM measurement
chain with low thermal expansion materials, with low temper-
ature variation (active/passive heating/cooling, installation in
a climatized room/inside a thermal insulation chamber, high
thermal mass of the components, etc) [1–4], and making an
AFM as small as possible. In addition, measures are taken
to optimize the mechanical construction so that the thermal
expansions of different components compensate each other.
A typical way is to design the structure symmetrically and to
match the thermal expansion coefficients of the applied mater-
ials carefully [5]. However, hardware measures are usually
expensive or may be unfeasible. If the drift is not satisfying,
even if hardware measures are exhausted, alternative software-
based drift-correction methods are needed.

Drift correction can be performed either online or offline.
Online correction measures the drift during measurements and
corrects it in situ by adding offsets to the scanner deflections;
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thus, its acquired raw data are drift-corrected. However, its
implementation is not always feasible because it needs access
to the measurement software and/or scan controller. Further-
more, the drift must be detected precisely for correction, either
using additional sensors [6] or the AFM itself. If additional
sensors are applied for drift detection, their noise and resol-
ution may significantly impact the AFM measurements. On
the other hand, if the AFM is applied for drift detection, it
has to switch between the tasks of normal measurement and
drift detection [7], or scan consecutive images [8] or overlap-
ping image segments to calculate drift. The detected drift is
input into a drift model, e.g. a linear model [7] or a neural net-
work [8], for online prediction and correction of drift during
the normal measurement.

Offline correction methods correct the drift in measured
raw datasets after a measurement is finished. Thus, they avoid
the need to access the measurement system or predict future
drift. Different offline drift-correction methods have been pro-
posed. The advantages and disadvantages of some contempor-
ary methods are summarized in table 1, where these methods
are evaluated from the aspects of the axes in which the drift is
corrected, their performance, their cost and their application
flexibility.

Marinello et al [9] and Meyer et al [10] correct vertical
drift in AFM data with high temporal resolution. Marinello
et al scan a raster image and consecutively rescan a narrow
strip of the image with the fast measurement axis orientated
orthogonal to the previous one. Assuming that drift along a
scan line can be neglected, they realign the scanlines of the
original image in the z-axis to the lines of the rescanned strip.
Meyer et al use a spiral scan path, which self-intersects mul-
tiple times during a singlemeasurement. Themeasured heights
at the intersecting data points are used to determine the course
of the z-drift and subsequently to correct it. Both methods have
high temporal drift resolution and require a small amount of
redundant data for the drift correction. However, the methods
are limited to the correction of z-drift only.

Kizu et al [11] correct drift along the z-axis and the
fast measurement axis. After each single ‘normal’ scanline
acquired over a line structure, they rescan the first scan line
of the measurement. Then, they use an iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm to align the first scan line and the rescanned
‘first’ lines to obtain their drift caused offsets and then cor-
rect the ‘normal’ scan lines using the detected drift. Their
method has shown excellent drift-correction performance of
about 1 nm due to small temporal drift resolution (i.e. twice
the time needed for a scan line). However, the method is lim-
ited to drift correction in the z- and the fast scan axes only.
Furthermore, the method is limited to measurements of line
features, thus lacking application flexibility.

Methods for correcting 3D drift have been proposed by
several authors. Lapshin [13] uses pairs of ‘counter-scanned
images (CSI)’ to calculate and correct linear 3D drift. The
drift is determined by calculating the offset of the same sur-
face features measured in images of a CSI pair. This method
needs doubled measurement time and has poor temporal drift
resolution; however, the noise in the measured data is reduced
by averaging the corrected images. Rahe et al [12] proposed

a correction method that is similar to that of Lapshin. While
Lapshin works with images in which the scan directions got
reversed, Rahe et al use images obtained under constant scan
directions. With a sufficient number of consecutively scanned
images, the approach of Rahe et al can be extended to correct
non-linear drift. However, the drawbacks of this method are
similar to that of Lapshin.

Follin et al [14] rescan a slightly larger image sliver than
Marinello et al do (i.e. higher data redundancy) to correct
3D drift. They model the drift as third-order polynomials and
determine the coefficients of the drift model through a search
algorithm, finding the coefficients that minimize the differ-
ences between the corrected image and sliver. As the remeas-
urement is applied on a sliver instead of a complete image,
it thus has reduced data redundancy and increased temporal
resolution.

In this paper, we propose a new offline drift-correction
method based on modern data fusion using the point-to-plane
ICP algorithm. Compared to the aforementioned methods, it
has the advantages of high temporal drift resolution, prin-
cipally without data redundancy and thus potentially little
additional measurement time, as well as applicability to vari-
ousmeasurement tasks. The concept, realization, experimental
and simulation studies of this new method will be detailed in
this paper.

2. Concept

The principle of the new drift-correction method is illustrated
in figure 1. Using this method, a desired measurement is split
into multiple consecutive sub-measurements (marked as 1, 2,
3, …, N). These sub-measurements have (almost) the same
measurement area, but an increased sampling distance and
thus a reduced point number than the original measurement.
The locations of the sub-measurement areas are intention-
ally shifted with each other, so that the collected data points
of all the sub-measurements can well represent that of the
original measurement task. After all the sub-measurements
have been taken, their point clouds are aligned with each
other in 3D using a point-to-plane ICP algorithm [15], which
will be detailed later. The determined 3D offsets of the data-
sets in the alignment processes represent the 3D drifts of
the sub-measurements. A temporal drift curve (i.e. drift vs
time) for the x, y and z-axes can then be reconstructed based
on the determined 3D offsets and the timestamps of sub-
measurements. Using this curve, the drifts of all data points in
all sub-measurements can be corrected and, finally, they can be
merged to generate a complete and drift-corrected AFM image
for the desired measurement task.

It should be mentioned that the pixel-wise splitting concept
shown in figure 1 is suitable for AFMs using a pixel-by-pixel
measurement strategy, such as the peak-force [16] or vec-
tor approaching probing (VAP) [17] methods. In such AFMs,
the needed measurement time is almost proportional to the
number of measurement points. As the tip and sample are
not in contact during the horizontal positioning steps using
such measurement strategies no additional tip wear is to be
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Table 1. A summary of different offline drift-correction methods regarding the axes of drift correction, the performance concerning
temporal resolution, the costs concerning the extra measurement time and/or the data redundancy needed, and its application flexibility
(fsa = fast scan axis).

Method Axes
Performance, i.e.

temporal drift resolution
Cost, i.e. extra measure-

ment time/data redundancy Applicability/Flexibility

Marinello et al [9] z − ++ + 0
Meyer et al [10] z − ++ + −
Kizu et al [11] z, fsa 0 ++ − −−
Rahe et al [12] x, y, z ++ − −− 0
Lapshin [13] x, y, z ++ − − 0
Follin et al [14] x, y, z ++ 0 0 0
New method x, y, z ++ + + +

Figure 1. The concept of the new drift-correction method.

expected. For conventional AFM using servo-scanning with
almost constant scanning speed, the original image can be split
into sub-measurements in a line-wise manner, again with no
expected increase in tip wear. For different scanning strategies
other splitting approaches can also be realized, as the proposed
drift-correction method is not limited to pixel- and line-wise
splitting.

Splitting a measurement into sub-measurements yields
N datasets that are only slightly distorted by drift because
of the reduced measurement time for each dataset. How-
ever, the mean drift occurring during two consecutive sub-
measurements causes an unknown offset between these
datasets. As thermal drift in AFM is normally approximately
linear for time scales of someminutes and longer, the unknown
offsets between the time-reduced sub-measurements represent
a good approximation of the drift rate during these measure-
ments. To determine the unknown drift caused offsets, a point-
to-plane ICP algorithm is used.

The point-to-plane ICP algorithm aligns the datasets of the
sub-measurements. The alignment of two point clouds using
the point-to-plane ICP algorithm is illustrated in figure 2.
One point cloud (green) is fixed, while the other one (red)
is floating in either 3D (i.e. x-, y- and z-translations) or 6D

(i.e. x-, y- and z-translations and three rotations). The func-
tionality of the point-to-plane ICP algorithm is as follows.
First, for each point in the floating point cloud, its nearest
point in the fixed point cloud is found. For each point in the
fixed point cloud, the surface is locally approximated by a
plane that is represented by its normal (which can be calcu-
lated using the method of Hoppe et al [18]), shown as the
blue arrows in figure 2(b). The distance of the points in the
floating point cloud to the surface planes of the nearest points
in the fixed point cloud is determined. Then, a transforma-
tion is calculated and applied to move the floating point cloud,
so that the summed term of the quadratic point-to-plane dis-
tances, which is mathematically expressed in equation (1), is
minimized. The point-to-plane distance can be simply calcu-
lated by multiplying the x-, y- and z-component of the distance
between the two nearest points i (dx,dy, dz) with the corres-
ponding component of the surface normal of the fixed point
(nx,ny, nz). By iteratively searching for nearest point pairs
and subsequently calculating a transformation for the floating
point cloud that minimizes the distance metric of equation (1),
the point clouds are aligned closely. As the standard ICP
algorithm only aligns two datasets the alignment of all sub-
measurements is either carried out sequentially or by using an
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of point cloud alignment, shown in
2D for the sake of clarity. The green and red points represent the
fixed and floating point cloud. The green line represents the sampled
surface. The figure is shown as (a) datasets before alignment and
(b) datasets aligned using the point-to-plane ICP algorithm.

Figure 3. Exemplarily reconstructed z-axis drift during the
acquisition of nine sub-measurements. The red crosses mark the
mean drift between the datasets determined through the shifts in the
COG, and the blue line shows the reconstructed drift function.

extended ICP algorithm that can simultaneously alignmultiple
datasets.

dist=
∑
i

(dx,i× nx,i+ dy,i× ny,i+ dz,i× nz,i)
2
. (1)

After the datasets are aligned using the point-to-plane ICP
algorithm, the 3D offsets, which indicate the drift, can be cal-
culated as the shift of the center of gravity (COG) of the data-
sets before and after the alignment. By fitting a polynomial to
the temporal course of the drift-caused offsets in the x-, y- and
z-axis, respectively, the drift during the sub-measurements is
reconstructed. Figure 3 exemplarily shows such a drift curve
of the z-axis obtained by nine sub-measurements.

Using the reconstructed drift functions every single data-
point of the (unaligned) datasets is corrected based on the

information of its acquisition time, which is either saved
during the measurements or approximately derived from the
sequence of the point’s acquisition. After the correction step
the data of the individual sub-measurements are merged into
a single dataset. This can be simply done by putting all data
points into a single point cloud.

The resulting dataset has significantly reduced drift distor-
tions. This is because of the actual correction process, and
because the drift in the initially measured datasets is already
reduced due to the shorter measurement time (e.g. due to an
averaging effect of residual drift in the final dataset).

The new method offers several advantages. Firstly, the
measurement time of a sub-measurement can be almost
reduced by a factor of N. It can thus significantly enhance the
temporal drift resolution. Secondly, there is no data redund-
ancy. When applying the correction method with line-wise
splitting, only small additional travel paths are needed for
repositioning the tip on the next scan line. As these motions
are usually performed without tip–sample contact they can
be performed fast, causing only small increases in the overall
measurement time.When applying the correctionmethod with
the pixel-wise splitting strategy the additional travel required
for positioning the tip over the next sampling position does
increase dramatically; however, as this motion is again per-
formed without tip–sample contact it can be performed with
high speed, causing only a moderate increase in measure-
ment time. Thirdly, the method is capable of correcting drift
in 3D. And finally, it is flexibly applicable to different kinds
of surfaces and sampling techniques. As will be demonstrated
in this paper later, even very weak surface features avail-
able on the sample will be sufficient for aligning the datasets
using the point-to-plane ICP algorithm. As the splitting of a
measurement can be easily adopted for different scanning and
sampling strategies, and because the processing of the data is
designed to work with point clouds instead of images, the pro-
posed drift-correctionmethod can also be applied to non-raster
scanning AFM [19].

However, the residual drift in the fused dataset causes a
slightly increased noise level. Such noise has an amplitude
of (far) below 1 nm according to our experience. In addition,
the lateral resolution of the fused dataset could be (slightly)
worse compared to a single non-split measurement. The reason
for this is that unknown offsets between consecutive sub-
measurements, either caused by drift itself or by other effects,
cause a locally inhomogeneous distribution of the points in the
fused dataset. Regularly small areas in the fused dataset are
slightly under sampled, which can be interpreted as a loss of
lateral resolution.

If the slight degradation of the resolution in the fused data-
set is not acceptable, an extended variant of the drift-correction
method can be applied. For this variant, the fused and drift-
corrected dataset obtained above is used as a reference (A).
An additional full resolution measurement of the sample is
acquired, leading to a dataset (B). Thus, for the two data-
sets (A) and (B) obtained, (A) is drift-corrected with slight
degradation of resolution, while (B) is drift-distorted but free
of degradation of resolution. The extended idea is to com-
bine the datasets (A) and (B) to generate a drift-corrected
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dataset without degradation of resolution. To do this, the ICP
algorithm is used to align the reference dataset (A) and the
drift-distorted dataset (B). After this alignment local devi-
ations between both datasets can be determined. For this, the
aligned dataset (B) is divided into multiple segments that may
be overlapping. These segments are individually aligned to the
reference dataset (A), again using the ICP algorithm. By cal-
culating the shift in the positions of the COG of each segment
before and after its alignment, a discrete mapping of the local
deviations between both datasets is obtained. Each x-, y- and
z-component of the determined local deviations is then fitted to
a 2D polynomial function (i.e. a function of drift with respect
to the x and y locations). These x-, y- and z-drift functions are
applied to correct the dataset (B). For each point in (B) a cor-
rection value for the x-, y- and z-axis is calculated from the
drift function using the x- and y-coordinates of the data points.
By correcting the local deviations between the reference data-
set (A) and dataset (B), the drift in dataset (B) is corrected to
a similar level as in the reference dataset (A) without affect-
ing its noise and resolution. However, the cost of applying this
extended variant is the need for doubled measurement time
and data redundancy.

3. Implementation

The drift-correction method has been implemented for a new
AFM, referred to as a low-noise 3D-AFM, which is currently
under development at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundes-
anstalt (PTB). This AFM has a relatively large measurement
chain with a length of about 0.7 m, making it susceptible to
drift. To minimize the drift, the AFM is placed in an acous-
tically and thermally insulated chamber inside a climatized
measurement room. After a sufficient waiting time (typically
one night) the whole system reaches a stable state, where drift
rates are as little as some nm h−1. The AFM is capable of two
measurement modes. One is the scanning mode, where the tip
is scanned with respect to the sample with a given velocity
and the tip–sample interaction is kept constant during scan-
ning. Such a scanning mode is widely applied in almost all
AFMs. The needed measurement time is proportional to the
total length of the scanning profiles (i.e. the length of profiles
times the number of profiles). The other is the so-called VAP
[17] measurement mode developed at PTB. Using this mode,
the surface is measured point by point. At each point, a tip–
sample interaction curve is taken and evaluated for measure-
ments. Compared to the scanning mode, the VAPmode has the
advantage of lower tip wear and lower measurement noise and
is therefore preferred in our metrology applications. However,
the drawback of the VAP measurement is that the measure-
ment time is proportional to the number of pixels to be meas-
ured, thus suffering from long measurement times and strong
drift. Therefore, in this study, we focus on the application of
the proposed drift-correctionmethod on theVAPmeasurement
mode. For ease of operation, our AFM has been designed with
an automatic measurement function which can divide a single,
complete measurement into sub-measurements, as shown in
figure 1.

The software for the offline drift correction has been imple-
mented in an additional software package designed based on
the MATLAB® programming platform. For the alignment of
the datasets, we use the ICP algorithm implemented by Phil-
lip Glira as part of the freely available ‘point cloud tools
for MATLAB’ [20]. This ICP implementation was originally
designed to align aerial laser scanned point clouds [21, 22] and
can simultaneously align multiple point clouds. This capabil-
ity was shown to create more accurate results than the sequen-
tial alignment of sub-measured datasets, as is carried out in
most ICP-implementations.

After applying the drift-correction method, data points that
were originally located on a rectangular grid are no longer
present in this strictly regular grid. If the corrected data should
be gridded again, we apply a simple linear interpolation. Such
interpolation was performed for all the data presented in this
paper for improved visibility.

4. Experimental and simulation studies

Both experimental and simulation studies have been car-
ried out to investigate the performance of the proposed
drift-correction method. In this paper, we will demon-
strate two experimental results and one simulation result as
examples.

Figure 4 shows the improvement of the AFM image qual-
ity in a measurement scenario with strong nonlinear drift by
applying the extended drift-correction method. A line feature
is measured over a measurement area of 1800 nm× 1800 nm.
A complete image of 181 × 181 data points (i.e. a sampling
distance of 10 nm) is first taken. The measurement was
performed using the VAP mode with a low probing speed
(v = 500 nm s−1), resulting in a long measurement time of
approximately 100 min. The obtained AFM image is shown
in figure 4(a). It can be seen that the measured line fea-
ture appears with a bow on the z-axis and a wavelike dis-
tortion along the x-axis, caused by drift. Then, nine sub-
measurements on the same sample area have been performed
with 61 × 61 data points (i.e. a sampling distance of 30 nm).
Each measurement took 16 min and all sub-measurements
144 min in total. This extra measurement time (44% increase)
is owing to the preparation time needed to position the tip
to points before VAPs are taken. This extra time can be
reduced by increasing the positioning speedwithout impacting
tip wear.

As already detailed in section 2, the nine datasets of the
sub-measurements are first fused using the ICP algorithm
to generate a complete drift-corrected dataset. This is then
applied to correct the full AFM image obtained in the first
step. The corrected AFM image of the line feature is shown
in figure 4(b). In each of the three coordinate axes of the data-
set drift distortions of up to 100 nm were detected (not shown
in the figure).

This example qualitatively shows the applicability of the
proposed drift-correctionmethod to improvingmeasurements.
As can be seen in this example, the quality of the line feature
in the corrected AFM image becomes significantly improved.
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Figure 4. Application of the extended drift-correction method to strongly non-linearly drift-distorted data. (a) Before correction
and (b) after correction.

Table 2. A comparison of evaluated pitch values and orthogonality from the measurements with and without the drift-correction method.

Parameters Day

Measurement (i)
without drift correction;
x-fast measurement axis

Measurement (ii)
without drift correction;
y-fast measurement axis

Measurement (iii)
with drift correction

1 99,67 97,79 99,70
x-pitch (nm)

2 99,66 101,08 99,71
1 99,56 99,81 99,79

y-pitch (nm)
2 99,62 99,71 99,68
1 89,29 89,92 89,99

Orthogonality (◦)
2 89,57 90,66 90,04

The bow on the z-axis and the wavelike distortion along the
x-axis are (almost) invisible in the corrected image.

To quantitatively investigate the improvements in meas-
urements, the proposed method has been applied in a
measurement of a 2D grating with 100 nm nominal pitch. In
this experiment, a selected area (2 µm × 2 µm) of the grating
is measured in three different ways:

(i) A complete AFM image of themeasurement area using the
VAP method with 401 × 401 data points (i.e. a sampling
distance of 5 nm) using the x-axis as the fast measurement
axis. The measurement takes 180 min;

(ii) The measurement above is repeated, however, by using the
y-axis as the fast measurement axis;

(iii) The same grating area is measured in 64 sub-
measurements using the VAP method with 50 × 50 data
points (i.e. a sampling distance of 40 nm). Each indi-
vidual sub-measurement takes about 4.5 min (all sub-
measurements together consumed 275 min, which is an
increase of about 53%).

Figure 5(a) shows a point cloud of one individual sub-
measurement; no grating structure is visible due to the large
sampling distance. Although a single sub-measurement con-
tains only little information of the sample and all sub-
measurements together are offset by drift, the sample sur-
face can be reconstructed using the ICP algorithm and the

subsequent correction of the drift. Figure 5(b) depicts a
fused drift-corrected AFM image of the grating from 64
sub-measurements.

To illustrate the possible resolution degradation of the fused
datasets, we compared two profiles of the grating in figure 5(c)
and two small subsets of AFM images in figures 5(d) and
(e) for clarity. Figure 5(c) shows the profile from the posi-
tion marked in figure 5(b) as determined by measurement (i)
and by correction and fusion of 64 sub-measurements (iii).
Figure 5(d) is a small subset of the fused and drift-corrected
dataset (figure 5(b)) at the marked box, while figure 5(e) is a
sub-set of the AFM imagemeasured in (i) at the same location.
There is almost no resolution degradation visible in the fused
dataset.

To quantitatively investigate how the proposed method
could improve measurement accuracy, the parameters x-pitch,
y-pitch and orthogonality of the 2D grating are evaluated from
both the raw drift-distorted AFM images of the measurements
(i and ii) and the fused drift-corrected image of the measure-
ment (iii). All measurements are repeated twice on two differ-
ent days. The results are summarized in table 2. The evaluation
of the data is performed using both the Fourier transformation
(FFT-FT) method and the gravity center (GC) method, as pub-
lished in [23]. As the maximum deviation between the results
of the FFT-FT and GC method are only 0.06 nm and the mean
magnitude of deviation is as low as 0.023 nm, we list only the
results of the FFT-FT method in the table. For both days the
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Figure 5. Application of the drift-correction method to a 2D-grating sample. (a) single sub-measurement with 40 nm sampling distance,
containing only little sample information; (b) the final drift-corrected fused dataset; (c) comparison of a profile of the grating measured in a
single measurement (i) and generated through correction and fusion of 64 sub-measurements (iii); (d) and (e) comparison of a same subset
of the fused drift-corrected data and the data acquired in a single measurement. Only little resolution degradation of the drift-corrected
dataset can be seen.

Figure 6. Reconstructed drift from the 64 sub-measurements of the
2D grating on the first day. The crosses represent the offsets of the
sub-measurements that were detected using the ICP algorithm and
the lines represent the reconstructed drift functions, determined by
fitting polynomials to the offset values. The drift in the x- and z-axis
could be determined with sufficiently low noise (especially on the
z-axis) and, therefore, high-order polynomials are used as correction
functions on these axes. On the y-axis the observed drift is quite
small; however, it is affected by noise and, therefore, only fitted
with a low-order polynomial.

pitch values show the same behavior for the different meas-
urement scenarios.

As can be seen in table 2, the evaluated parameters of two
repeatedmeasurements (day 1 vs day 2) of (i) and (ii) show sig-
nificant deviation, particularly for the results marked in red. It
is mainly because these parameters are susceptible to drift and
the drifts of two different measurement days might be signi-
ficantly different, leading to the measurement variations. The
pitch values of the fast measurement axes in both measure-
ments (i and ii) are more stable. It is because different paramet-
ers are impacted by drift with different time intervals. Taking
measurement (ii), which has a y-fast measurement axis, as an
example, structures along the y-axis can be measured across
one profile. Consequently, it is only impacted by the drift at
the measurement time interval of one profile. In contrast, the
structure along the x-axis suffers from the drift of a time inter-
val of a whole measurement. Similarly, the orthogonality is
influenced both by the x-drift and y-drift over the whole meas-
urement time. It should be mentioned that the y-pitch of the
measurement (i) has also shown a stable value in two repeated
measurements, because the y-drift is quite small compared to
the x-drift (figure 6).

Looking at the results of the drift-corrected data, it can be
seen that the parameters show high stability in the repeated
measurements; only the y-pitch value changes a little due to
the fact that not exactly the same surface area wasmeasured on
days 1 and 2. Moreover, it can be seen that the drift-corrected
x-pitch values agree well with that of measurement (i), while
the y-pitch value agrees well with that of measurement (ii). It
indicates that the impacts of drift have been greatly corrected
in the measurements (iii).
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Figure 7. Simulation of the drift-correction method on a rough surface. (a) entire original surface used for the simulation, showing coarse
and fine roughness features; (b) comparison of an original surface profile with profiles of reconstructed surfaces using 64 and 16
sub-measurements (note that some of the deviations visible are caused by noise added to the simulation); (c) a small subset of the original
surface (Sq of 0.77 nm); (d) a small subset of the reconstructed surface using 64 sub-measurements (Sq of 0.70 nm); (e) a small subset of the
reconstructed surface using 16 sub-measurements (Sq of 0.69 nm).

Figure 8. Input drift functions of the simulation and corresponding reconstructed drift functions using (a) 64 sub-measurements and (b) 16
sub-measurements.

As the real drift was not measured in the aforementioned
experiments, we cannot evaluate the performance of drift
correction precisely. To prove this issue, simulations have been
applied. The results of a simulation study are presented as an
example. For this, the measurement of a slightly rough sur-
face with a root-mean-square roughness Sq of 0.77 nm, as
shown in figure 7(a), has been simulated. The simulated sur-
face consists of fractal roughness, spanning a wide range of
length scales. Such a surface represents a typical substrate

material of samples. As there is no surface feature with signi-
ficant geometry, it represents a difficult measurement scenario
for the proposed method.

Figures 7(c)–(e) compare a small subset of the recon-
structed surface using the drift-correction method and
the original surface. As can be seen, the surface could
be reconstructed successfully; however, the resolution of
the drift-corrected data decreased slightly in this simula-
tion. This is confirmed in figure 7(b) by comparing the
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Figure 9. A schematic diagram illustrating the effect of surface topography and sampling distance on calculated surface normals: (a)–(c)
represent three different measurement scenarios of a surface with a steep and tall feature, a flat surface with a large wavelength and a flat
surface with a short wavelength. In (a), the calculated surface normal has a big component in the x direction. In (b), the calculated surface
normal is mainly oriented in the z-direction. In (c), the calculated surface normal cannot represent the real surface normal anymore.

same surface profile of the original and drift-corrected
data.

The parameters of the simulated measurement have been
chosen in accordance with the real measurement of the 2D
grating (64 sub-measurements with 50 × 50 data points,
40 nm sampling density and 4.5 min of measurement time
each). To simulate the measurement noise, Gaussian noise
with 0.1 nm standard deviation has been added. This noise
level again represents the real noise level of our measurement
instrument.

Figure 8(a) shows the input drift functions used for the sim-
ulation and the respective reconstructed drift. It can be seen
that the drift curve can be reconstructed quite well in all three
directions. For the z-axis drift, the deviations are significantly
less than 1 nm, while for the x- and y-axes the deviation is
below approx. 3 nm. It indicates good drift-correction per-
formance using the proposed method, even for such a diffi-
cult measurement scenario. The issue concerning the occurred
deviations will be discussed in the next section.

5. Discussion

The drift-correction method proposed here has advantages
owing to the measurement strategy involving splitting one
measurement into N sub-measurements and using the ICP
algorithm to align the resulting datasets. The splitting of one
measurement into N sub-measurements increases the tem-
poral resolution of the drift correction compared to other 3D
drift-correction methods. Generally, the higher N is, the bet-
ter the temporal resolution. However, a high N will also lead
to problems owing to an increased sampling distance in the
sub-measurements, which makes accurate data fusion/align-
ment more difficult. Using the point-to-plane ICP algorithm
such difficulty is partially tackled by locally approximating
the sampled surface data by planes, resulting in a kind of
interpolation effect. However, an optimized number of sub-
measurements N still needs to be selected based on e.g. the
feature size and the sampling distance of the original meas-
urement, to achieve the maximum correction performance.

The aforementioned point raises a general question regard-
ing the proposed method: which factors do actually impact the
performance of the proposed drift-correction method and in
what way? We think there are several critical factors, such as

the number of sub-measurementsN, the sampling distance, the
geometry of the sample features as well as the drift itself and
the order in which the sub-measurements are taken.

In the following, we shortly present the effect of some
of these influence factors. To investigate the influence of the
number of sub-measurements N on the drift-correction per-
formance, another simulation has been carried out for the
aforementioned simulation study, where N is reduced from
64 to 16. Principally, a high number of sub-measurements
yields a higher temporal resolution and lower drift distortion in
the individual sub-measurements; however, the reconstructed
drift in the simulation shown in figure 8(b) using only 16 sub-
measurements is more accurate than that shown in figure 8(a).
As can be seen in figure 8(b), by reducing the number of sub-
measurements to 16, the drift in all three axes could be determ-
ined with an accuracy of below 1 nm. It indicates that for the
simulated surface the measurement strategy of figure 8(b) has
better balanced parameters (i.e. sampling distance vs the num-
ber of sub-measurements). An insight into this phenomenon is
discussed below.

In the proposed drift-correction method, the alignment per-
formance of the datasets of sub-measurements using the point-
to-plane ICP algorithm is the most critical issue determining
the drift-correction performance. The surface normals are
of great relevance to the point-to-plane ICP algorithm, as
can be understood from equation (1). Thus, they provide
an important criterion when choosing the sampling dis-
tance in the sub-measurements and, therefore, the number of
sub-measurements N. To illustrate this issue, a schematic dia-
gram is given in figure 9, showing the effects of surface topo-
graphy and sampling distance on the calculated surface nor-
mals. For the sake of simplicity, the measurement surface is
presented as a profile. Figure 9(a) illustrates a measurement
scenario of a surface with a steep and tall feature, while fig-
ure 9(b) represents the measurement of a flat surface feature
with a large wavelength, and figure 9(c) a flat surface feature
with a short wavelength. As can be seen in the figure, the sur-
face normal of the measured data points in (a) has a larger x-
component (nx) than that of (b). From equation (1), it is easily
understandable that the ICP algorithmwill bemore sensitive in
aligning the dataset along the x-axis for the measurement scen-
ario (a) than for scenario (b). This fact well explains the impact
of the sample topography on the drift-correction performance,
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as can be seen in figure 6, where the variation of the determ-
ined drift along the x- and y-axes is much larger than that of the
z-axis.

Furthermore, figure 9(c) illustrates a measurement scen-
ario where the sampling distance is too large; consequently,
the calculated surface normal fails to represent the real sur-
face. It thus leads to deviations in aligning the datasets. This
fact well explains the impact of sampling distance on the per-
formance of the drift correction, as shown in figure 8. When
N is reduced from 64 to 16, the sampling distance is reduced
by a factor of 2. It thus enhances the calculation accuracy of
the surface normals, thus also the performance of the point-to-
plane ICP algorithm, and finally the performance of the drift
correction. This example shows that the criterion for choosing
the number of sub-measurements N is the proper representa-
tion of the sample point’s surface normals. If the distance of the
sampling positions in the sub-measurements, which is directly
connected to the number of sub-measurements N, is too large
to enable the determination of representative surface normals,
the number of sub-measurements has to be decreased.

6. Conclusion and outlook

A new, flexible method for correcting 3D non-linear
drift of AFMs has been presented. Compared to existing
drift-correction methods, the new method is capable of cor-
recting drift in all three coordinate axes with zero data redund-
ancy, little or moderately increased measurement time and
great application flexibility and relatively high temporal resol-
ution. However, the method slightly decreases the resolution
of the corrected data. For cases where this is not accept-
able, an extended variant of the drift-correction method has
been introduced, which requires an additional measurement.
Experimental and simulation studies have shown the great
application capability of the proposed method.

The question concerning the drift-correction performance
of the proposed method remains open. In this paper, we dis-
cussed some influencing factors such as the number of sub-
measurements N, the sampling distance and the geometry of
the sample features. However, the question of how an appro-
priate number N should be chosen is still open and needs to
be cleared up in the future. Also, there are other issues need-
ing further study, such as the drift itself and the order of sub-
measurements. It is important to thoroughly investigate these
issues when selecting the optimal parameters for obtaining the
best drift-correction performance. We will further investigate
these issues in the future.

In this study, we have focussed on pixel-wise splitting to
create the sub-measurements as this is appropriate for our new
3D-AFM, for which drift is a critical issue due to its long
measurement time using the VAPmode. The proposed method
should also work for normal AFMs using servo-scanning;
however, experimental studies need to be carried out in the
future.
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